The Plasencia Group
has one priority: Your success.
National presence. Local knowledge. Exclusively hospitality.
Successfully transacting your engagement on the most favorable terms makes us successful too. With our interests
aligned, The Plasencia Group’s team offers candid, meaningful advice on your hotel and resort assets. The Plasencia
Group specializes exclusively in the hospitality industry, making our company the premier choice for independent and
institutional hotel and resort owners, investors and lenders seeking advice on their holdings. Our firm offers transaction
services, capital markets and consulting & advisory services with industry experience that spans four decades. The
Plasencia Group has earned the respect and repeat business of our clients for a reason; we make you successful.
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Dispositions
Acquisitions
Asset valuations

Equity sourcing
New debt placement
Refinancing services
Restructuring of existing debt

Asset management
Operator contract compliance
Renovations & new construction
Partnership guidance

The Plasencia Group
by the numbers:
24

Average years of associate industry experience

29

Hotel portfolios sold, totaling 39,441 rooms

44

Number of U.S. states in which the firm has completed
engagements, plus Mexico, Canada and the Caribbean

85%

Engagement completion rate

79%

Repeat clientele

$15 Billion

Hotel and resort transaction volume by firm principals

For additional information about how The Plasencia Group can help you with
your lodging investment, financing or consulting needs, please contact us:

One North Dale Mabry Highway, Suite 1000, Tampa, Florida 33609
Phone (813) 932-1234 | Email info@tpghotels.com
www.tpghotels.com
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